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A discussion is given of the complete spectrum of vibrational surface modes for the Keller-
mann rigid-ion model of NaCl. The attenuation with distance from the surface is shown for
representative surface and pseudosurface modes. We discuss one interesting feature which
has not previously been pointed out: Symmetry requirements can lead to surface modes which
are associated with only one species of ion (Na' or Cl") at the surface.

I. INTRODUCTION

There have been several discussions' ' of sur-
face modes in the Kellermann rigid-ion (KRI) mod-
el of NaCl, but as yet no complete and accurate
discussion has been given. Although for many pur-
poses the results for the KRI model will be super-
ceded by calculations based on the shell model and
other improved models which are currently in
progress, we feel that it is appropriate to give a
complete discussion of the surface-mode spectrum
for the KRI model before passing on to the shell
model. The results for the KRI model yield con-
siderable insight into the qualitative features that
can be expected generally of surface and pseudo-
surface modes in ionic crystals.

II. RESULTS

The method for calculating the vibrational modes
is discussed in detail elsewhere. Our procedure

differs from that of Ref. 2 in only two respec;ts, as
discussed previously. 3'6 The surface ions relax
inward, rather than outward, by a small amount,
and a more rapidly convergent method is used to
evaluate the Coulomb lattice sums.

In Fig. 1, the calculated frequencies of vibration
~~(q) are shown for a 15-layer slab. Since there
are two particles per unit cell and three directions
of vibration, there are 2&3&15=90 frequencies
for each two-dimensional wave vector q; i.e. ,
p = 1, 2, . . . , 90, where p distinguishes the differ-
ent normal modes which are associated with a giv-
en q. The values of q for which the frequencies
were determined lie along the symmetry lines of
the two-dimensional Brillouin zone, I'X, XM, and
MI; as shown in Fig. 2(c). In Figs. 2(a) and (b)
we show the frequencies for values of q along two
lines (I'Y) which make angles of 30 and 15', re-
spectively, with the line I'M. (The endpoints of
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FIG. 1. Vibrational frequencies ~ for
15-layer slab versus wavevector q; for
values of q along the symmetry lines
shown in Fig. 2(c). The curves are
computer generated, and crossovers
between branches are not taken into ac-
count. Each pair of surface modes 8&,

i=1, 2, ..., 12, is labeled according
to an arbitrary scheme. On the left-
hand side, a histogram is given which
approximates the surface frequency-dis-
tribution function f~(~).

these lines, along XM, are indicated in Fig. 1.)
On the left-hand side of Fig. 1, we show the sur-
face frequency-distribution function f'(&o) (hori-
zontal axis) versus the frequency ~ (vertical axis);
f'(+) is defined by

f '((u) = (N/n) [f((u) —f'((u)],

where N is the total number of ions in the slab,
and n is the number of surface ions. Here f(~) is
the frequency-distribution function for the slab,
defined such that f(&u)du& is the fraction of the vi-
brational frequencies between ~ and (&a+der). A

mesh of 66 sample q values were used throughout
the irreducible element [the region surrounded by
heavy lines in Fig. 2(c)] in determining f(tc); there
were thus 66&&90 = 5940 independent sample fre-
quencies (for a total of I000 frequencies in the
whole zone). The bulk frequency-distribution func-
tion f'(ar) was determined in an independent calcu-
lation involving 422 values of the wave vector in
the irreducible element of the three-dimensional
Brillouin zone, and thus 422&& 2& 3 = 2532 indepen-
dent sample frequencies (a total of 82944 frequen
cies in the Brillouin zone). The regions where
f'(&u) is positive in our histogram are labeled by
Itoman numerals (I-V).

There are four pairs of surface- or pseudosur-
face-mode branches which exist at large wave-

lengths along I'M: In chronological order of dis-
covery, these are the Rayleigh modes S&, the
Fuchs-Kliewer (FK) modes g, and the Lucas
modes S4 and S&. The Rayleigh modes are acous-
tical surface modes which are obtained in elasticity
theory. The FK modes are optical surface modes
which are obtained in the continuum theory of vi-
brations in ionic crystals. The Lucas modes are
"microscopic" surface modes which penetrate only
a few atomic spacings beneath the surface and can
therefore be obtained only in a microscopic theory,
i.e. , lattice dynamics. The Lucas modes are
"peeled off" from the "bands" of transverse-opti-
cal (TO) bulk modes by short-range changes in the '

force constants at the surface; similar modes
which are "peeled off' from the longitudinal-opti-
cal (LO) bulk bands have been found in shell-model
calculations for RbF '~ ' and for RbCl, NaI, and

NaBr. ~'
As I' is approached from any direction [left- and

right-hand sides of Figs. 1, 2(a), and 2(b)], the
FK modes separate in frequency because they pen-
etrate more and more deeply. ~ The upper branch
enters the LO bulk band as a series of pseudosur-
face (or mixed) modes, ending at the top of the LO
band at the point I'. The lower branch similarly
enters the TO bulk band as a series of pseudosur-
face modes, ending at the bottom of the TO band at

~R~==:Sg

I

s~

FlG. 2. (a) Frequencies versus
wavevector q for values of q along a line
making an angle of 30' with the line I' M,

M (I(M) (b) &g versus j for a line 15' from I'M.
(c) Two-dimensional Brillouin zone for
the (100) surface of NaC1. The crystallo-
graphic directions (110) and (100) paral-
lel to the surface are indicated.
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I'. This behavior, which was first discussed by
Jones and Fuchs, ' is not clear in Figs. 1 and 2 be-
cause the curves were computer generated for a
finite mesh of q values'; however, it is shown
schematically in Fig. 1 of Ref. 4.

As q increases from zero, the FK modes merge
in Figs. 1 and 2 (i.e. , their frequencies become
nearly degenerate), and the two branches emerge
into the gay between LO and TO bulk modes as a
well-defined pair of surface modes S2. As q con-
tinues to increase, however, this gap closes up as
indicated by the dotted lines at the left-hand side of
Fig. l. (These lines represent the lower edge of
the LO bulk band and the upper edge of the TO bulk
bands, as determined in an independent calcula-
tion of the bulk modes. ) The FK modes, there-
fore, enter the bulk bands and are no longer sur-
face modes. The mixed mode MS~ on the right-
hand side of Fig. 1 is, in effect, an extension of
Sz into the bulk bands.

The Lucas modes occur as two pairs of surface
modes, S4 and S5, which are degenerate because
of symmetry at I'. As q increases from zero along
a general direction [e.g. , Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)j,
each pair of Lucas modes becomes a series of
mixed modes, MS4 and MS5, because they couple
to the modes of the surrounding bulk bands. How-
ever, along I'X and 1 M Ss is symmetry decoupled
from the surrounding bulk modes, and so it con-
tinues to exist as a surface mode along these sym-
metry lines. Also, S4 is symmetry decoupled from
the bulk modes surrounding it at M, ' so it is again
a surface mode at this point.

In Figs. 3 and 4 we show the attenuation of the
Lucas modes (as surface modes and mixed modes)

FIG. 3. ) $(m~) t
2 versus m for the surface mode S~ and

the mixed mode MS4 at a point along I' M which is 5 of the
distance from I' to M and is indicated by the arrows in
Fig. 1. Here and in Figs. 4-8, the value of )$ (2 is the
average for both members of the pair of nearly degenerate
surface modes labeled by S&.

versus the layer index m for both the Na' and Cl
ions. In Fig. 3, for a value of q near l along
1 M, it is apparent that S, is indeed a surface
mode, since its amplitude goes rapidly (and ap-
proximately exponentially) to zero with increasing
distance from the surface. It is also fairly clear
that MS4 is (as it must be) a mixed mode whose
amplitude would not approach zero (in a semi-
infinite crystal) with increasing distance from the
surface. The same conclusions hold for S5 and
MS4 at the point X in Fig. 4. In Fig. 5, it is clear
that S4 is indeed a surface mode at the point M.

In Fig. 5, the attenuation is also shown for the
surface mode S&0, which lies under the acoustical
bulk bands near the point M Sgo and S& are related
in a rather- interesting way: Both have predomi-
nantly SV polarization (i.e. , they are polarized
mainly in the direction normal to the surface).
Near 1'; S& penetrates deeply and is associated with
vibrations in all the planes near the surface for
both Na' and Cl ions. As M is approached along
I"M, however, S& becomes associated primarily
with vibrations in the first layer for Cl ions and
vibrations in the second layer for Na' ions. At
M, in fact, S, has zero amplitude in the second,

I
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FIG. 4. )$ (mfa') ) versus m for S5 and MS4 at the point
X. In this and the following figures, points for which ) f )

2

=0 are not plotted, and the points for which )])2&0 are
connected by lines.

with distance from the surface. Here $, (mg) is
the component of the eigenvector' associated with
a given vibrational mode for the o. direction (n = x,

y, or z), the mth plane of ions (with m = 1 at the
surface), and the y ion (g =Na' or Cl ). The vibra-
tional amplitude of the ion, u (mg), is related to
the eigenvector in the following way'4:

Iu (tnK)l' M„'I 8 (mK)l'. (2)

We have plotted, in Figs. 3-8,
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fourth, etc. , layers for Cl ions and zero amplitude
in the first, third, etc. , layers for Na' ions, as can
be seen in Fig. 6. On the other hand, Sgp has zero
amplitude in the odd layers for Cl ions and in the
even layers for Na' ions, as can be seen in Fig.
5. Both S& and S«exhibit a roughly exponential
decrease in amplitude with distance from the sur-
face for the layers where the amplitude is nonzero.
At M, both Sz and Szp have strictly SV polarization.

The behavior of S, and S,p described above can
be understood in the following way: Because of the
symmetry at M, one can show that at this point
there is a decoupling of the Na' ions in odd layers
and Cl ions in even layers from the Na' ions in
even layers and Cl ions in odd layers for vibra-
tions normal to the surface. " Consequently, the
SV-polarized modes at M are associated either with
vibrations of Na' ions in odd layers and Cl ions
in even layers or else with vibrations of Na in even
layers and Cl in odd layers. It is therefore reason-
able that we should have two SV modes at M, one
associated with Cl surface ions and the other with
Na' surface ions. Since the Cl ion is heavier and
the force constants for Cl and Na' ions are equal
in our model, the lower frequency surface mode

S, is associated with Cl surface ions.
Between M and X, S& undergoes a change of

polarization, until at X it has strictly SH polariza-
tion. Another surface mode Sv appears near X and
acquires the SV polarization lost by S&. Along
I'X, there are two acoustical surface modes which
would appear to persist into the long wavelength
regime for a semi-infinite medium —S„with SH
polarization, and Sz, which is polarized within the
sagittal plane. Between I' and X, S, and S7 cross,
as indicated in Fig. 1.' At long wavelengths,
therefore, the lowest acoustical surface mode al-
ways has predominantly SVpolarization. This re-
sult is in agreement with our general expectations

for materials having anisotropy ratio g f= 2p«/
(C» —C») I less than unity, such as NaC1. ' ' As has
beenpointed outpreviously, '7 it would be interesting
to see if the SH surface mode (S,) can be obtained
along I'X (i.e. , the (110)direction) in the long-
wavelength regime for NaC1 and other material
with g& 1.

In addition to the surface modes discussed above,
there are a number of others which occur near the
Brillouin-zone boundary in gaps between the bulk
bands —i. e. , S„SS, S„SQ, S», and S». It is
probably not worthwhile to discuss these modes in
detail, because the gaps within the bulk bands-and
thus the nature of the surface modes within these
gaps —change considerably in going over from the
rigid-ion model to the shell model. The important
point is that a variety of such "gap modes" do in
fact occur. In Fig. 7, we show the attenuation of
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FIG. 7. )$(m I(. ) I2 versus m for S3 and S7 at X.

5
fA

FIG. 6. I $(m y) )2 versus m for S& at the point M and
for S2 at the same point along I'M used in Fig. 3 and indi-
cated by the arrow in Fig. 1.
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Although the surface-mode spectrum of NaCl
(100) as calculated with the rigid-ion model is not
accurate quantitatively, the results for this model
do provide qualitative insight into what can general-
ly be expected of surface and pseudosurface modes
in ionic crystals. Among the qualitative features

the most prominent "gap mode, " Ss. (This mode is
also prominent in the results of shell-model cal-
culations. ) In Fig. 8, the (rather complicated) at-
tenuation of Sa and S9 is shown. Two of the "gap
modes" are, in effect, extensions of the Lucas
modes: Sz corresponds to the Lucas mode S4, and

S» corresponds to S„as indicated in Fig. 1.
III. CONCLUSION

of general interest are the following: (a) Both the
acoustical (Bayleigh) and optical (Fuchs-Kliewer)
surface modes obtained in continuum calculations
are also obtained in lattice-dynamical calculations.
(b) For zero wave vector, optical surface modes
are obtained which are "peeled off" from bands of
the bulk optical modes. In the present case, these
(Lucas) modes are peeled off from the TO bands.
(c) Numerous surface-mode branches are found

within gaps in the bulk bands, particularly near the
Brillouin-zone boundary. (d) Surface modes
sometimes lie within the bulk bands along symme-
try lines (S5 along I'M and I'X) or at symmetry
points (S4 at I' and M). (e) Sometimes surface
modes are found which have large amplitude at the
surface for one ion (e.g. , Cl ) and small amplitude

at the surface for the other ion (e.g. , Na'). This
is the case near the point M, where symmetry re-
quirements result in two surface modes with pre-
dominantly SV polarization-S&, which is associated
with the vibrations of Cl ions at the surface, and

Syp which is associated with vibrations of Na' ions
at the surface. It is interesting that much of the
behavior of surface modes, in both monatomic'
and nonmonatomic crystals, can be explained with

symmetry arguments.
Finally, we mention that our results indicate the

presence of two acoustical surface waves (S, and

S7) which apparently persist into the long-wave-
length regime along the (110)direction. It would
be interesting to see whether the SH surface wave
S, (and corresponding pseudosurface waves for
directions close to (110)) can be obtained in the
long-wavelength regime for NaC1 and other materi-
als which have anisotropy ratios less than unity.
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The surface relaxation, vibrational modes, mean-square amplitudes of vibration, etc. , have

been calculated for the (0001) surface of a model hcp crystal in which the particles interact
through a Lennard-Jones potential. The results are virtually indistinguishable from those for
the (111) surface of a fcc crystal.

In a previous paper, ' we reported a study of the
surface m-ode spectrum for the (111) surface of a
model fcc crystal in which the particles are taken
to interact through a Lennard-Jones potential.
Here we report a study of the surface vibrations in

a model crystal with the same interaction potential
which has an hcp structure and a (0001) surface.
The two models differ only in that the former has
an ABCABC. ..stacking and the latter has an

ABAB. ..stacking.
We have followed the same procedure as de-

scribed for the fcc crystals in our earlier pa-
pers'3: First the static relaxation at the surface
is determined by minimizing the static energy, then

the vibrational frequencies and associated eigen-
vectors are determined, and finally physical quan-
tities such as the mean-square amplitudes are cal-
culated.

We find that the results of our calculations-for
the relaxation, vibrational frequencies, mean-
square amplitudes of vibration, etc. , -are virtually
indistinguishable from those obtained previously
for the (111)surface of a fcc crystal. As one ex-
ample, we show in Fig. I the results for the vibra-
tional frequencies, which are almost exactly the
same as those shown in Fig. 8 of Ref. 1. As an-
other example, we mention that, contrary to an ex-
pectation that the short-wavelength surface modes
might reflect the difference in stacking sequence

(ABAB versus ABCABC), the depth dependence of
the surface modes Sq, Sz, S~, and S4 (when plotted
for comparison with Fig. 9 of Ref. 1) displays no
significant effect of the different stacking se-.
quences.

Qn the basis of these results, we expect the same
general behavior for surface vibrations at the (111)
surfaces of monatomic fcc materials and (0001)
surfaces of hcp materials.

30,

20

b~ 10-

FIG. 1. Vibrational frequencies versus planar wave
vector g for 21-layer slab with hcp structure and (0001)
surfaces, determined in the same manner as in Ref. 1
with the surface relaxation taken into account. These re-
sults are virtually indistinguishable from those in Fig. 8

of Ref. 1 for a fcc structure and {111)surfaces. (I" is
the origin, and 1M and FK are the [1120] and f 1010] direc-
tions, respectively. )
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